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Abstract—Results of the study of magnetic properties of nanocomposite samples (CoFeZr)x(CaF2)(100−x)

(31 at.% ≤ x ≤ 47 at.%) produced in argon (Ar) and argon with oxygen (Ar with O2) sputtering at-
mosphere are presented in this paper. The magnetic resonance spectroscopy at room temperature
using continuous wave X-band electron spin resonance (ESR) was used for analysis of samples magnetic
properties. After analysis it is established that in the case of samples produced in argonsputtering
atmosphere the value of g increases with the rise of metal content and for samples produced in argon
with oxygen atmosphere the value g decrease with the rise of x. Such a behavior of g(x) is explained
by the presence of core-shell structure of NPs represented by ferromagnetic core and antiferromagnetic
core that results in quenching of orbital motion of electrons.

1. INTRODUCTION

High interest in nanostructured materials, which in their composition contain nanoparticles, nanotubes,
layers, and nanograins, is due to their unique properties [1–3]. Nanoparticles of the magnetic materials,
whose size is comparable to or smaller than the magnetic domain of the massive sample, demonstrate the
greatest interest (for example, ferromagnetic alloys). Such particles can have a much higher magnetic
anisotropy than massive materials [4], magnetization per atom, etc. [5–7].

Metal-dielectric nanocomposites exhibit physical properties that differ from the properties of single-
phase materials, including nanogranular materials. By changing the concentration of the metallic phase
(x) it is possible to significantly change magnetic and electrical properties and change nanocomposite
parameters from matrix properties to filler properties. So in composites with a small value x, metallic
particles are isolated from each other. Superparamagnetic properties are characteristic for them [8–11],
and materials with such composition exhibit a high magneto resistive effect [9, 11, 12]. With the increase
of the metallic particles concentration, and hence with the reduction of the distance between them, their
magnetic interactions begin to appear.

The use of nanoparticles of FeCo alloy in nanocomposites results in low magnetic coercivity and
high magnetization of the materials, which, with high resistivity and tunnel negative magneto resistance,
allows them to be used in the development of different magnetoelectronic devices, in particular, magnetic
field sensors for high frequency applications. The development of systems with high anisotropy of
nanoparticles and respectively increased magnetic coercion allows them to be used to develop high
density data storage media [13, 14], and to develop devices for visualizing the magnetic field [15, 16].

The aim of this study was to investigate the magnetic properties of nanocomposites with the
(FeCoZr)x(CaF2)(100−x) structure with a metallic phase content below the percolation threshold xc

produced by sputtering a target consisting of a CoFeZr alloy and a CaF2 dielectric with an argon (Ar)
ion beam and determining the effect of presence of oxygen in the sputtering beam for these properties.
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2. METHODS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To obtain the tested nanogranular composite layers (FeCoZr)x(CaF2)(100−x) the ion-beam sputtering
method was used [17, 18]. The sputtered target used to make nanocomposites consisted of a metallic
plate 270 × 70 × 14 mm from Fe45Co45Zr10 alloy, on which CaF2 dielectric strips were attached. The
alloy was prepared from especially pure carbonyl iron (99.90%), especially pure cobalt (99.98%) and
zirconium (99.80%). CaF2 dielectric strips about 2 mm thick and 9 mm wide were attached to the alloy
plate at different distances from each other (from 3 mm on one edge to 24 mm on the other). The
target was sputtered in a vacuum chamber and the sputtered material deposited on the glass-ceramic
dielectric substrate. The target material was sputtered in the argon (Ar) or mixed argon with oxygen
(Ar with O2) atmospheres. The substrate was placed on the inner surface of the drum, which rotated
at an adjustable frequency in the range of 0.001 to 1 rpm. The positive potential that appears on the
surface of the dielectric was neutralized by means of a compensator — a source of electron radiation.

The components of the composite target (FeCoZr and CaF2 alloy) have very different surface
energy values, 2.5 J/m2 and 0.45 J/m2 respectively [19]. When these two components were sprayed,
they deposited on the substrate simultaneously. By diffusing on the substrate, dielectric atoms focused
around the metal alloy atoms. In this way, phase atoms with a high surface energy value (metallic
alloy) formed spherical grains in a dielectric matrix (low surface energy phase). In this way, a layer of
nanocomposite about 1 µm thick was deposited on a glass-ceramic substrate about 1 mm thick. Two
series of nanocomposite (FeCoZr)x(CaF2)(100−x) samples were produced in Ar (PAr = 110 mPa) and
Ar with O2 (PAr = 90 mPa, PO = 9.8 mPa) sputtering atmospheres. Samples with a metallic phase
content of 31 at.% ≤ x ≤ 47 at.% were selected for testing, i.e., with a metallic phase content below the
percolation threshold xc ≈ 50 at%. It was caused by the fact that there is metallic conduction above
the percolation threshold. The analysis of the sample composition was made by the method of energy-
dispersion X-ray microanalysis (EDX) using a scanning electronic microscope JSM-5610 LV equipped
with the chemical analysis system EDX JED-2201 from JEOL (Japan). Studies on the structure of
nanocomposites were carried out immediately after the production of nanocomposites.

Figure 1 shows pictures of Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) of nanocomposite
(FeCoZr)x(CaF2)(100−x) with the content of metallic phase x = 39 at.% produced by pure argon ion
beam sputtering. The distribution of dimensions of nanoparticles is similar to the Gaussian distribution
— shown by a continuous line. The analysis of the size of the metallic phase nanoparticles (Figure 1)
showed that their average size was 3.3 nm, and the standard deviation was 0.2 nm. The sizes of
nanoparticles range from about 1.5 nm to 6.5 nm. It can be seen from the electronogram that the
layer formed by sputtering with the Ar beam consists of grains of the FeCoZr metallic phase placed in
the CaF2 dielectric matrix (insert in Figure 1). It follows that the elements of the metallic alloy and
dielectric matrix do not form chemical compounds with each other.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. Plan-view transmission electron microscopy analysis of nanocomposite (FeCoZr)39(CaF2)61

produced by sputtering in pure argonatmosphere: (a) dark-field image; (b) SAED pattern taken from
a large surface area; (c) evaluated size distribution of the metallic nanograins [20].
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Figure 2. (a) High resolution transmission electron microscopy and (b) electronogram of nanocomposite
(FeCoZr)38(CaF2)62 produced by sputtering in mixed (Ar with O2) atmosphere.

Figure 2(a) shows the image of the nanocomposite (FeCoZr)x(CaF2)(100−x) with the content of the
metallic phase x = 38 at.% made using High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM).
The figure shows that the nanoparticles have dimensions of about 6–8 nm. The layer electronogram is
shown in Figure 2(b). It shows that the use of mixed (Ar with O2) atmosphere led to complete oxidation
of the metallic phase atoms with the formation of crystalline CoO and Fe(Co)xOy phases [21].

Magnetic properties of (CoFeZr)x(CaF2)(100−x)(31 at.% ≤ x ≤ 47 at.%) nanocomposite films
(produced inArandAr with O2 sputtering atmosphere) were analyzed by magnetic resonance
spectroscopy at room temperature using continuous wave X-band (microwave frequency 9.32 GHz)
electron spin resonance (ESR) spectrometer Varian E112 with modulation of magnetic field at frequency
100 kHz (the absorption signal is detected as its first derivative in the spectrum) [22]. To reveal magnetic
anisotropy peculiarities of the samples, angular dependence of the induction of resonance field (Br) was
measured and analyzed.

The orientation of samples in an external magnetic field was characterized by the polar angle θB

(an angle between the normal vector of sample surface and the vector of magnetic induction of external
field B) and by the azimuth φ [23, 24]. The θB value of 0◦ corresponds to the direction of external
magnetic field perpendicular to the surface of a sample — out-of-plane (OOP). Similarly, the direction
of external magnetic field is parallel to the surface of a sample (θB = 90◦) — in-plane (IP). The features
of magnetic anisotropy were characterized in terms of demagnetizing field Bd.

Typical magnetic resonance spectra of (CoFeZr)x(CaF2)(100−x) films at different orientations in
external magnetic field are exemplified in Figure 3 illustrating spectra of (CoFeZr)47(CaF2)53 samples
produced in Ar and Ar with O2 sputtering atmospheres. Spectra signals represent wide intense single

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Magnetic resonance spectra of film (CoFeZr)47(CaF2)53 produced in (a) Ar and (b) Ar with
O2 sputtering atmosphere at different sample orientations in external magnetic field.
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lines with Br values strongly depending on angle θB (as an example an angle dependence Br(θ)
for (CoFeZr)47(CaF2)53 sample produced in argon sputtering atmosphere is illustrated on Figure 5).
Specified signals are not saturated with microwave power increase. These features of magnetic resonance
spectra of nanocomposite film indicate that resonance absorption has a ferromagnetic nature. Also for
samples produced in argon sputtering atmosphere with x ≥ 34.1 at.% spin wave resonance (SWR) lines
were observed at out-of-plane orientation of the sample. It should be noted that in a case of in-plane
orientation of the samples in the external magnetic field the value Br does not depend on the angle φ,
evidencing isotropic magnetic properties in the film’s plane.

The values of g-factor (g) and induction of demagnetizing field Bd were determined using the
dependence of Br value on the angle θB between induction B and normal n [23] in assumption of uniform
CoFeZr NPs distribution in CaF2 matrix and homogeneous magnetization of metal nanoparticles (NPs).
A quite homogeneous distribution of quasi-spherical FeCoZr NPs inside CaF2 matrix at x ≤ 50 is
clearly confirmed by transmission electron microscopy images presented in [25–27], while homogeneous
magnetization of NPs is presumed by their small medium diameter within single-domain limit [25–28].

Table 1 summarizes the values of Br for all studied films at various θB that were used for calculations
of g and Bd values.

Table 1. Values of Br of nanocomposites produced in argon (Ar) and argon with oxygen (Ar with O2)
sputtering atmosphere at different film’s orientations in external magnetic field.

Metal content x in granular films, at.%
produced in Ar

sputtering atmosphere
produced in Ar with O2

sputtering atmosphere
31 34 42 47 31 34 42 47

Br(θB = 0◦), mT 530 556 572 659 372.9 351 419 481
Br(θB = 90◦), mT 207 191 164 148 269 281 261 250

Using the energy dispersion relationship and Landau-Lifshitz magnetization dynamics model for a
classic mode of FMR spectra registration (microwave frequency is constant and B changes linearly with
time) the resonance frequency is determined by the following expression [29]:

(hf/gμB)2 = [BrCos(θB − θM) + BdCos(2θM)][BrCos(θB − θM) + BdCos2(θM)], (1)

where: h — Planck constant, f — microwave frequency, μB — Bohr magneton, Bd — induction of
demagnetizing field. In Eq. (1), Bd is defined as Bd = (NIP — NOOP) ·μ0 ·M , where NIP and NOOP —
demagnetizing factors of the sample towards in-plane and out-of-plane directions correspondingly, μ0

— vacuum permeability, M — sample magnetization. The angle between magnetization M and normal
n (θM) is defined by the condition of minimum of free energy density of the system:

B · Sin(θB − θM) + Bd · Sin(2θM) = 0. (2)

Assuming isotropic magnetization of samples in the plane of films values of g-factor and Bd of
(CoFeZr)x(CaF2)(100−x) (31 at.% ≤ x ≤ 47 at.%) nanocomposites are determined considering values
of Br at two orientations: θB = 0◦ and θB = 90◦ (BOOP and BIP, respectively). For the case of films
uniformly magnetized with the value of induction close to magnetic saturation we can presume that
θIP → 0◦ and θOOP → 90◦. Thus using Equations (1) and (2), the following system of equations for
each sample is obtained: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
hf

gμB

)2

= (BOOP − Bd)2 ,

(
hf

gμB

)2

= BIP (BIP + Bd) .

(3)

The sign of Bd indicates the magnetic anisotropy type of a sample. A positive value of Bd is
associated with an easy axis type of magnetic anisotropy (the axis of easy magnetization is directed
perpendicular towards the film surface), while negative value of Bd is a signature of an easy plane type of
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Experimental (pointed by circles) and calculated (pointed by line) angular dependences
of the induction of resonance magnetic field Br(θB) for the (CoFeZr)31(CaF2)69 film produced in Ar
atmosphere (a) and theoretically calculated dependence of angle between magnetization M and normal
n (θM) on angle between induction of external magnetic field B and normal n (θB) used for calculations
of angular dependence Br(θB) (b).

magnetic anisotropy (the plane of easy magnetization coincides with the surface of film) [28, 29]. Using
the values of g and Bd for Equations (1) and (2), we calculated the theoretical dependences of Br(θB)
and θM(θB) for the film (CoFeZr)31(CaF2)69 as represented in Figures 4(a) and 4(b), respectively.

As one can see theoretical dependence of Br(θB) is in a very good agreement with experimental
data that indicates an applicability of chosen mathematic model (see Figure 4(a)). A good agreement
of experimental data with theoretical calculations was observed for all the samples.

3. DISCUSSION

Values of g for granular films (CoFeZr)x(CaF2)(100−x)(31 at.% ≤ x ≤ 47 at.%) produced in argon and
argon with oxygen sputtering atmosphere calculated using Eq. (3) are shown in Figure 5. It is seen
that the dependences of g-factor on x of samples produced in Ar and Ar with O2 sputtering atmosphere
differ in essence. In the case of samples produced in Ar sputtering atmosphere the value of g increases
with the rise of metal content, while for samples produced in Ar with O2 sputtering atmosphere the
value of g decreases with the rise of x. A similar behavior of g(x) is observed for CoFeZr NPs in Al2O3

(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) The dependence of g-factor and (b) demagnetizing field Bd of (CoFeZr)x(CaF2)(100−x)

(31 at.% ≤ x ≤ 47 at.%) films on CoFeZr concentration (x).
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matrix. As discussed earlier, the behavior of g(x) is explained by the presence of core-shell structure
of NPs represented by ferromagnetic core and antiferromagnetic (ferrimagnetic) core which results in
quenching of orbital motion of electrons.

The greater values of g-factor than samples with Al2O3 matrix also produced in Ar with O2

sputtering atmosphere are explained by the less relative contribution of oxidized shell in the case of
(CoFeZr)x(CaF2)(100−x) granular films.

Similarly, the greater values of g-factor observed for (CoFeZr)x(CaF2)(100−x) films than samples
with Al2O3 matrix in the case of samples produced in Ar sputtering atmosphere can be explained by
the greater average size of metal NPs [30].

The dependences of Bd on FeCoZr concentration x of two types of films are shown in Figure 5(b).
It is seen that for the same FeCoZr concentration, granular films containing core-shell NPs are
characterized with much lower values of Bd those for the films with pure FeCo-base NPs. As far
as Bd is proportional to the value of films magnetization, such a decrease is directly related to the core-
shell structure of NPs when films are deposited in Ar with O2 atmosphere. At the same time, observed
increase of Bd with x indicated in Figure 5(b) both for non-oxidized and oxidized films is naturally
explained by the growth of magnetization due to the growth of NPs contribution in Al2O3 matrix.

The values of Bd for (CoFeZr)x(CaF2)(100−x) films are less than that for (CoFeZr)x(Al2O3)(100−x)

samples for x > 42 at.% as represented in [23]. On one hand, this mismatch can be explained by
different volume fractions of metal at the same values of metal content for samples with CaF2 and
Al2O3 matrixes. On the other hand, the parameter Bd was defined as Bd = (NIP — NOOP) ·μ0 ·M , and
the values magnetizations of metal NPs in different matrixes do not differ dramatically [20, 24, 27, 29].
We suppose that the decrease of Bd can also be caused by the presence of additional contribution to
magnetic anisotropy associated with the elongated form of NPs in CaF2 matrix as described in [20, 31].
However, the last assumption needs more detailed investigations.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Nanocomposites (CoFeZr)x(CaF2)(100−x) were produced by the ion sputtering method of a FeCoZr alloy
target with CaF2 dielectric strips attached to it. The content of the metallic phase ranged from 31 at.%
to 47 at.%, i.e., below the percolation threshold xc ≈ 50 at.%. Two series of samples were prepared
when films were sputtered in pure Ar and mixed Ar with O2 atmospheres.

By means of transmission electron microscopy, it is found that in the first series, the dimensions
of the metallic phase nanoparticles are in the range from about 1.5 nm to 6.5 nm. The dimensional
distribution is similar to the Gaussian distribution with an average value of approx. 3.3 nm and a
standard deviation of approx. 0.25 nm. In the second series, the nanoparticles have dimensions of about
6–8 nm. Electronographic studies have shown that nanoparticles from the first series of samples consist
of the CoFeZr metallic phase. In contrast, nanoparticles in samples of the second series consist of metal
oxides CoO and Fe(Co)xOy.

The magnetic properties of the nanocomposites (CoFeZr)x(CaF2)(100−x) with metallic phase content
31 at.% ≤ x ≤47 at.% produced by ion-beam sputtering in Ar and Ar with O2 atmosphere were analyzed
on the basis of angular dependencies of the induction of resonance field Br(θB). Values of g-factor and
Bd are determined considering values of Br at two orientations θB = 0◦ and θB = 90◦, and then,
using these values, theoretical dependencies of Br(θB) and θM(θB) for the film (CoFeZr)31(CaF2)69

were calculated. A good agreement of experimental data with theoretical calculation indicates an
applicability of mathematic model. For Ar sputtering atmosphere, the value of g increases with the
rise of metal content, and for Ar + O2 atmosphere, this value decreases. The presence of core-shell
structure of NPs results in quenching of orbital motion of electrons. Compared to nanocomposites
(CoFeZr)x(Al2O3)(100−x), the values of g are greater for examined materials and can be explained by the
less relative contribution of oxidized shell for oxidized samples, and by the greater average size of metal
NPs for non-oxidized samples. The lower values of Bd for (CoFeZr)x(CaF2)(100−x) than samples with
Al2O3 matrix for x > 42 at.% were probably caused by additional contribution to magnetic anisotropy
associated with the elongated form of NPs in CaF2 matrix. As a conclusion, it can be argued that
in nanocomposites (CoFeZr)x(CaF2)(100−x) the core-shall structure of NPs is formed, similar to the
nanocomposites (CoFeZr)x(Al2O3)(100−x).
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